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01 FUND SNAPSHOTS
VENTURE CAPITAL

PERFORMANCE

CRYPTO INDEX

PERFORMANCE
Fund Inception
31/5/18

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

$9,400,335

$ 22,167,854

$28,522,532

C20

122,852,180

119,941,689

119,662,263

Top 20 Equally Weighted

$0.077

$0.185

$0.238

Net Asset Value ($)
IHF Total Supply
IHF/USD

Bitcoin

Since Inception

1 Month

3 Months

1 Year

6.08%

62.47%

179.64%

-3.05%

2.0%

42.18%

128.98%

-1.44%

47.77%

168.92%

303.16%

40.08%

25/11/2017

IHF Token NAV

Hyperion Fund NAV

Equally Weighted

FUND COMPOSITION
FUND COMPOSITION

Equity Investments (97.2%)
Liquidity Pool (2.2%)
Listed Tokens (0.6%)
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CRYPTO INDEX

PERFORMANCE

C10
Top 10 Equally weighted

CRYPTOCURRENCY

PERFORMANCE
Since Inception

1 Month

3 Months

1 Year

15.65%

87.51%

115.5%

151.87%

3.33%

59.93%

198.73%

112.51%

Since Inception

1 Month

3 Months

IBA Fund

41.04%

117.34%

101.47%

BTC Benchmark

54.76%

165.82%

156.95%

01/04/2019

13/08/2020

% Value Increase

Equally Weighted

FUND COMPOSITION

FUND COMPOSITION

Bitcoin (98.5%)
Options Value (1.5%)
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USD LENDING

PERFORMANCE

COMMODITY

PERFORMANCE
Since Inception

1 Month

3 Months

1 Year

IML Fund

1.14%

3.16%

11.38%

11.11%*

Hurdle Rate (6%)

0.48%

1.48%

6.0%

6.0%*

Since Inception

1 Month

3 Months

Gold Plus Fund

7.16%

2.26%

15.68%

GLD Benchmark

5.91%

-0.27%

11.27%

12/08/2019

21/04/2020

Value ($)

% Value Increase

*Annualized rates

FUND COMPOSITION

FUND COMPOSITION

USD (97.1% )

Gold (95.7%)

TrueUSD (2.9%)

USD (4.3%)
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RENEWABLE ENERGY

PERFORMANCE
Since Inception

1 Month

3 Months

1 Year

EMS Fund

2.24%

7.67%

17.17%

19.12%

ZAR/USD

-4.51%

-12.76%

4.57%

-1.7%

IML Fund

1.14%

3.16%

11.38%

12.86%

Value ($)

13/11/2019

FUND COMPOSITION

Solar Projects (24.1%)
IML Fund (56.9%)
USD (19.0%)
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02 COMPANY UPDATES
2.1 CEO’s foreword
What a quarter for crypto! Invictus Capital has continued on its impressive growth path over the last few
months, with AUM rising 43% to $65.6 million (closer to $80 million at the time of writing) on the back
of a relentless crypto rally, and inflows into our funds supported by the successful launch of the Invictus
Capital.com Token (ICAP); the launch of which was an entirely fair process, with no pre-sales or developer
tokens minted. ICAP is a community token that derives its value from fee rebates and is distributed to
investors who lock up their investments in our products for predetermined periods. We believe that this
will be a driving force for rapid, organic growth, as it not only improves available returns on our funds, but
additionally incentivizes our large, active investor community to spread the word amongst friends, family,
and colleagues about Invictus fund offerings. This is because the value of ICAP is driven by growth in our
fee revenue.

Daniel Schwartzkopff
CEO, Co-Founder

In terms of our platform offering, we were able to make significant improvements over the quarter, with
a complete rework of the Investor Platform now complete—including the ability to now purchase C20
tokens directly from us, rather than being forced onto 3rd party exchanges. The new Platform design is
sleek, more responsive, mobile-friendly, and more straightforward to use. Thus far we’ve been delighted
with the feedback we’ve received from our community, and will continue to listen attentively to improve the
Platform going forward. Furthermore, we’ve unveiled major plans for the future, including the roll-out of
an Invictus Capital Android and iOS app this year, on-platform exchange functionality for major pairs, and
performance tracking all inside our Platform.
Further in this report, we elaborate on what has taken place at Invictus this past quarter. Section 3
provides detailed global market commentary covering developments and outlooks for both traditional
financial markets, as well as the booming crypto space. The rest of the report includes concise fundspecific reports, where performance and the outlooks for each fund are unpacked.
We are extremely appreciative of the support we’ve encountered from our community over the quarter,
and we hope to continue along this path of mutually beneficial growth. The future looks bright for crypto
and Invictus Capital!
8

2.2 High-level fund performance

2.3 Redesigned investor platform

Our funds had their best quarter in recent history as the posthalvening crypto bull market finally took off. Across our suite of seven
funds, the simple average return was a mouth-watering 45% for this
quarter, with not one experiencing a negative return. For the year as a
whole, the simple average returns across all funds was 94%.

The Invictus Capital Investor Platform has long since provided access
to innovative investment funds for a growing community of investors.
In order to improve our community’s investment experience
with Invictus, our engineering and product team has launched a
completely revamped Investor Platform. The updated Platform lends
itself to a more intuitive investing experience through a clean and
modern interface (now with dark mode!). This launch also sees a
more guided user-onboarding experience that better assists a new
user from initial sign-up to full-verification for investing.

As would be expected, the company’s crypto funds led the charge
with Crypto20 (C20), Crypto10 Hedged (C10), and Bitcoin Alpha (IBA)
registering performance of 62%, 88%, and 117% respectively over the
quarter. Not to be overshadowed, our king of risk-adjusted returns,
the Margin Lending fund (IML) again posted stellar performance,
achieving an industry-leading annualized return of 13.25% on the
back of surging demand for leverage amongst crypto traders, as well
as the implementation of new yield generation strategies.
Our alternative investment funds, namely Gold Plus (IGP) and
Emerging Markets Solar (EMS), and the Hyperion Fund (IHF) were a
mixed bag. IGP suffered under weakness in gold markets (with spot
gold prices registering a decline), but the fund managed to achieve
a 2% increase, continuing to extend outperformance relative to the
benchmark. EMS outpaced IML for much of the quarter as South
African rand strength supported the fund’s valuation of solar cells in
dollar terms, before this currency dynamic began to reverse, to see
the fund post an 8% return.

The new Platform dashboard now serves as an overview of your
portfolio—including a view of your Invictus Wallet and linked wallets,
as well as your recent transactions—organizing all key information
in one place. The dashboard also provides useful content for each
Platform visit, including Invictus fund dynamics and token prices, as
well as Invictus news and blogs.

The Invictus Hyperion Fund (IHF) continued to demonstrate the
quality found within the portfolio companies, with a return of 29%
in the fourth quarter, bringing total return since inception to an
impressive 212%. Further detail on all the funds can be found in the
fund-specific sections in Section 4.
9

2.4 ICAP successfully launched
At Invictus Capital, we are continually looking to improve our platform
by creating fair wealth creation opportunities and innovative products
that benefit our community. With this in mind, the InvictusCapital.com
Token (ICAP) was developed. The goal of this initiative was to more
closely align the interests of Invictus Capital with those of our investors
and to incentivize effective long-term investment behavior through the
reward of earning ICAP, an ERC20 token on the Ethereum blockchain.
This token is distributed to investors that lock (or stake) their Invictus
Capital fund tokens for a fixed period, ranging from one month to a
year. An investor’s ICAP issuance will be proportional to the value of
tokens locked up relative to the total pool while committing to a longer
period and staking certain fund tokens will result in enhanced earning
rates. During the staking period, investors can claim their ICAP from the
staking vault and have complete control over their staking fund tokens
in the newly revamped Investor Platform. In addition to the Invictus
Wallet, any wallet that supports ERC20 tokens will be able to hold ICAP.
ICAP derives its value by utilizing 10% of all management and
performance fees earned by Invictus Capital to conduct a weekly buyand-burn (the purchase of ICAP tokens on the open market and their

All penalties incurred from early staking withdrawals
will also accrue to the community treasury
(0x0faa301e4475b0024ecca0ebe8f6dd4a265420d5), and not
Invictus Capital. The first ICAP reward issuance to staking investors
occurred at midnight (UTC) on the 1st of January 2021. In this twoweek initiation period, Invictus Capital investors were allocated
sufficient time to buy more Invictus fund tokens for staking, as well
as to stake various fund tokens.
ICAP Supply Schedule
Tokens issued

z

Annualized inflation rate

Going forward, our team aims to continuously improve the platform
user experience, while incorporating a portfolio performance tool, as
well as an education space within the Platform.

subsequent destruction). This should incentivize community-led
marketing via word of mouth, as token holders stand to gain from the
growth of assets under management (AUM). Additionally, Invictus
Capital will assign a larger percentage of fees (up to 20%) to ICAP as
AUM scales, truly aligning token holders with the business. The first
stretch target is $100m AUM.

Tokens issued

Finally, and perhaps the most notable addition to the Platform, is the
ability to stake Invictus fund tokens to earn ICAP via the wallet staking
vault, where the investor has complete control over the entire staking
experience (read more about ICAP below).

Source: Invictus Capital
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The Investor Platform is configured to calculate the relevant ICAP
issuances based on all stakes in the system every 30 minutes. Thus,
investors are rewarded for every 30-minute staking interval that they
fulfill, resulting in new ICAP tokens becoming available for them to
claim. There is, however, a three-day safety delay on the issuance
of rewards, which allows investors to claim all the tokens they have
earned in real-time up until exactly three days (72 hours) prior.
ICAP tokens are issued along a disinflationary supply schedule, with
the issuance beginning at 10 000 ICAP tokens per week. Thereafter,
the issuance total in subsequent weeks is 97.5% of the previous
week’s total issuance. After 91 weeks (30 Sept 2022), the issuance
plateaus to a constant weekly supply increase of 1 000 ICAP.
In preparation for the launch of the ICAP token, Invictus Capital
completed a pre-minting process of 10,000 ICAP tokens for an
initial liquidity provision on the ICAP-Dai pool on Uniswap, as well as
providing the initial 23,000 Dai liquidity (Dai is an algorithmic USD
stablecoin popular in DeFi). This liquidity provision will never be
withdrawn and forms the base of the ICAP community treasury. All
penalties incurred from early staking withdrawals will also accrue to
the community treasury, and not Invictus Capital.
Going forward, a governance module will be deployed that will
potentially allow ICAP token holders to help shape Invictus’ future
by voting on altered fee structures, new platform features, the
distribution of the funds in the treasury pool for functions, and more.
As ICAP was created for the Invictus community, we encourage
investors to engage with us on any of our communication channels
to help drive the future of ICAP.
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03 GLOBAL MARKET COMMENTARY

Traditional Market Moves

3.1 Traditional market commentary
3.1.1 Introduction
This introduction also serves as an executive summary for the
traditional market commentary and if used as such is best read in
conjunction with the 3.1.4 Traditional asset class summaries.
The final quarter of 2020 saw the global economic recovery continue
to accelerate from the standstill of the 2nd quarter on the back of
improving fundamentals and diminished uncertainty, albeit sputtering
towards the end with resurgent pandemic risks. Despite this recovery,
economic activity is still significantly subdued relative to prepandemic levels—but this hasn’t prevented the dollar from weakening
as risk-on sentiment abounds, nor has it arrested global stock market
performance, with many stock indices (most notably the US S&P500)
ending the quarter at record highs.
Cryptoassets in particular have shown one of the best single quarter
performances in history—continuing the rapid ascent that began
after prices cratered in March. Worries are emerging that both
traditional, as well as crypto markets are in bubble territory, while
the strongest counterargument is that they are still less expensive
than the unprecedented bond market valuation (it’s important to note
that declining bond yields increase the prices of bonds in circulation,
central bank rate cuts and quantitative easing have combined with
demand for safe yields this year have driven these valuations to
all-time highs).

All time series rebased to 100 at the start of 4th quarter 2020 to illustrate proportional moves.

Source: TradingView.com (data), Invictus Capital (derivations)

In the 2nd and 3rd quarters, the recovery from March’s crash was
overwhelmingly driven by the interventionist policy actions of
governments and, importantly, central banks. Encouragingly, asset
class correlations began to break down this quarter, suggesting
that central banks were playing less of a leading role. Further, as
improving real data readings over the quarter showed, some of the
markets’ exuberance over the 4th quarter can be justified, particularly
when looked at in the context of the quarter’s two most significant
developments; both of which have greatly diminished uncertainty
about the path forward.
The first of these was the success of vaccine trials in November
and the early stages of vaccine rollouts commencing in December
(and accelerating in January). This has helped allay fears that the
pandemic would be a consistent source of demand weakness and
has been supportive of inflation expectations and steepening bond
yield curves—typically a sign of bullishness around the economy.
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3.1.2 Diminished uncertainty fuelling risk-on sentiment
The 4th quarter saw major uncertainties for the future path for the
global economy being resolved. These included successful vaccine
trials and regulatory approvals, the conclusion of the US presidential

Vaccines abound, but pandemic risks remain
November 9, the day in which Pfizer and BioNTECH announced 90%
efficacy of their vaccine candidate, saw one of the greatest single-day
stock rotations in history as investors looked through the economic
headwinds, scurrying to position themselves for a return to normality
—even if it was recognized that COVID-19 would be here to stay for
some time yet. This saw travel companies, brick-and-mortar retailers,
and other pandemic-hit sectors rebound sharply at the expense of
pandemic hedges, most notably US tech giants that had become major
beneficiaries of the pandemic. The news came just in time to allay
fears of a devastating and persistent second wave, which is currently
ravaging parts of the world—most notably the US and the UK.
COVID-19’s Spread

New cases per 1m population

The outlook for markets in 2021 is full of uncertainty, but this
hasn’t prevented market from piling into a set of trades collectively
known as “reflation trades’’ for 2021—implying a belief that growth
will improve, central banks will maintain a highly accommodative
monetary stance, and inflation will rise from current low levels (but
remain under control). In other words, market utopia. These trades
focus on equities and assets that suffered during 2020’s 1st quarter
downturn as these stand to benefit most from a continued uptick in
growth as lockdowns ease and activity normalizes. These include
small caps, value stocks, banks, energy producers, and travel and
leisure companies. The outlook for this category of trades is however
perilous, with risks including COVID-19 continuing to wreak havoc
globally, governments withdrawing or diminishing economic support,
or central banks beginning to hike rates in response to inflationary
pressures (or, alternatively, runaway inflation manifesting).

election (and more recently, in January, Democratic control of the
Senate being confirmed), and the finalization of a bare-bones Brexit
deal between the UK and the European Union. The combined effect of
these news stories has been to diminish safe-haven flows and solidify
the market’s risk-on sentiment—supporting equity valuations, and
weighing on the dollar, bonds, and gold.

Daily new cases

The second major development was the Democratic victory in the
US presidential election that saw Biden triumph over Trump (with
Democratic control over the crucial Senate confirmed early this year).
This victory has been met with expectations of greater government
support for the economy and has also supported longer-term bond
yields and inflation expectations. These developments have been
integral for driving extreme dollar weakness over the quarter; both via
diminished safe-haven demand as uncertainty declines, and as real
yields on US debt continue to lose competitiveness relative to the rest
of the world. These factors also weighed on gold over the quarter.

Source: https://ourworldindata.org/
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This news was shortly followed by Moderna noting 95% efficacy of
their candidate, with the bonus of being easier to store and transport.
In total, including the Russian and Chinese government’s vaccines
(approved in July before being fully tested), there are now a total of
5 vaccines available, with around 8 billion doses already allocated.
This would be enough to cover around half the world’s population,
however, developed nations were quick to lock in supply deals—
meaning the developing world’s vaccine rollout is likely to lag. This
may prove to be an issue going forward, as it implies an uneven
global recovery and a continued drag to global demand.
Beyond that, there is also the risk that vaccine uptake in the
developed economies with vaccine availability is below the threshold
to ensure a stop to community transmission—a tall order with the
amount of disinformation currently spreading, but an achievable
one. Progress has already been made in some key regions, with
polls indicating the proportion of the US public intending on being
vaccinated recently surpassed 60% after bottoming at 51% in
September.
The final important vaccine issue is the recent emergence of new,
more transmissible strains of the virus already jet-setting around the
world, after having first been identified in the UK and South Africa.
These new strains are overrunning these countries’ healthcare
systems and have forced reimposition of stricter lockdown
measures. Whilst these strains have been shown to respond to the
current vaccines, and with curbs unlikely to last for as long as those
earlier in 2020, the outlook is not terrible. But there is a looming risk
that potential future mutations would not be as forgiving.
Importance of political uncertainty overshadows actual outcomes
The US presidential election, US stimulus negotiations, as well as
crucial Brexit talks hung like a cloud over the vast majority of the
quarter. The December resolutions of these three pressing political

uncertainties acted in concert with the positive vaccine news
proliferating at the time to support frothy stock market valuations—
despite the pandemic threats just discussed above.
News headlines were flooded throughout the quarter with election
stories despite the hotly contested race ending in November and
with an ever-more impetuous Trump floundering to cling on to power
through any means possible in the aftermath. Democrats now
controlled the Presidency and retained control of Congress’s House
of Representatives. However, the key question of who would control
the Senate remained open until recently, with the result coming after
Georgia’s January run-off elections for two Senate seats (control of
both of these crucial political institutions is typically required to pass
partisan legislation through Congress).
Republicans initially had a lead in the Senate polls, with the market
wisdom at the time viewing this positively since it implied greater
government spending in support of the recovery from the Presidency.
It also meant that Biden would not be able to rock the boat with
any groundbreaking legislation (primarily on healthcare and tax
policy) and that the Federal Reserve would continue to be cornered
into providing limitless liquidity to the market—a key support for
astronomic valuations. Markets were vindicated somewhat soon
after, with both sides compromising to pass a long-awaited stimulus
deal, including another round of helicopter money in the form of $600
stimulus checks.
But in a potential sign of the market’s exuberance, January’s news
that the Georgian run-off elections meant Democrats had secured
a slim majority in the Senate (via the Vice President’s tie-breaking
vote). This again provided a jolt to markets, with the previous logic
turned on its head to accelerate the moves sparked by the initial
expectations of a Republican Senate. For the impetuous market, a
Democratic sweep now meant strong fiscal support that could trigger
14

a gradual pickup in inflation expectations and rock-bottom bond yields,
whilst still being adequately supportive of demand through larger, more
broad-based fiscal policy interventions.
This is when markets doubled down on reflation—essentially a bet on
the markets’ current expectations playing out. This entails required
fiscal stimulus being passed as the recovery unfolds alongside a
smooth vaccine rollout globally that allows a return to normality,
with pent-up demand built up over the pandemic to be released, and
central banks continuing to keep interest rates low—standing ready to
implement further quantitative easing. These expectations lead to a
belief that inflation in developed economies rebounds to central bank
targets (but do not overshoot), bond yields pick up slowly (but are
outpaced by inflation), and in which the companies hardest hit by the
pandemic rise, unscathed from the ashes. It comes as no surprise then
that the US dollar found itself under significant threat all quarter under
the weight of these expectations.
The scenario just laid out does seem possible, or perhaps even the
most likely path forward, but paradoxically it also seems unlikely that
2021 will not throw any surprises our way to topple this balancing
act. Either way, reflationary bets wouldn’t be possible without the
promise shown through the quarter by the world’s real (non-financial)
economies.

3.1.3 Improving fundamentals propping up markets, for now
Manufacturing rebounds
Political and pandemic developments over the quarter were key
to resolving dilemmas about the path ahead, but the market also
found significant support from a continued economic recovery as
manufacturing sectors, in particular, continued to perk up. In China,
the recovery is running some months ahead of the rest of the world,

and the pandemic’s domestic impact has largely been brought under
control. The recovery in the rest of the world has followed a similar
structure, despite still contending with the impact of the pandemic,
where the recovery has also been led first by the manufacturing and
construction sectors, with the services sector expected to follow suit.
The chart below presents manufacturing PMI (Purchasing Managers’
Index) readings, a survey-derived measure of economic activity.
These show the sector falling off a cliff early in the year, before a
broad global recovery over the 3rd and 4th quarters.

Green (a reading above 50) signifies expansion over that period, with red (a reading below 50)
indicating a slowdown. The shade of each colour signifies the pace of the expansion/slowdown.

Source: Bloomberg

Demonstrating that fundamentals have now started to play an
important role in the market’s bullishness is the breakdown in asset
class correlations to the dollar. The chart below demonstrates the
weak and unstable correlations of various asset classes to the dollar
over the 1st quarter 2020, as the impact of the pandemic is not fully
understood. These tighten in unison over the 2nd and 3rd quarter’s
central-bank driven global stock market rebound. Over the 4th quarter,
these correlations have again begun to break down.
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Industrial Commodity Prices

Correlation coefficient

30-day Rolling Correlations to Dollar Index (DXY)

Correlation coefficients range between -1, a perfect negative correlation, and 1, a perfect positive
correlation. A correlation of zero signifies no correlation.

Source: TradingView.com (pricing data), Invictus Capital (derivations)

This fundamental recovery, in the face of the pandemic’s impact,
has helped justify markets’ bullishness about the future and
reflation trades, in the face of the risks. The impact was felt most
significantly in the industrial commodities market, with iron ore and
copper prices—often used as bellwethers for the state of the global
industrial sector—at very high levels (with supply bottlenecks also a
contributing factor). This points to building inflationary pressures, a
key risk to the outlook. Oil, however, has struggled under expectations
for a greener post-pandemic future and major reductions in personal
and business travel. After recent supply agreements amongst OPEC
and its allies, and a continued recovery to demand, it appears that oil
may soon follow the metals markets up.
These high commodity prices currently signal the strength of the
manufacturing recovery in the eyes of the market, with supply

All time series rebased to 100 at the start of 2020 to illustrate proportional moves.

Source: TradingView.com

disruptions ignored. This raises the risks of stagflation (i.e. low
growth and elevated inflation), though this is seemingly being
discounted by the market. The stagflation experienced by the US
in the 1970s was brought on by a shock to oil prices that dented
productivity. These high commodity prices, combined with fiscal
efforts to drive growth, and the aggregated COVID-19 shock to supply
chains (that is likely to be ongoing as the virus flares up in hotspots
around our hyper-globalized world), mean that stagflationary risks
remain.
Services to follow?
A continued economic recovery in which the world approaches prepandemic productivity levels is dependent on the services sector,
which accounts for the bulk of global economic activity, returning
to relative normality. One obvious headwind that we hope to be
vanquished is of course COVID-19. Another key concern is whether
16

economic support for struggling companies is sufficient to see them
through the devastation wrought by lockdowns; without a large cohort
of surviving, experienced companies the economic recovery is bound to
be constrained as new entrants to the market find their feet. Government
stimulus bills around the world aim to do just that, and in the US, the
recent passage of the long-awaited stimulus package in December puts
the world’s largest economy on relatively sound footing.
A key supporting argument in favor of resurgent consumer demand for
services centers around pent-up demand. Following the governmentinstituted lockdowns, as well as self-imposed social distancing measures
and voluntary behavioral changes that we saw in 2020 (and continue to
see) it follows that once the pandemic conditions ease we can expect a
flood of consumer spending, particularly on services such as travel and
dining out. In the US, where several stimulus checks have gone out over
the last year, the argument resonates powerfully. Savings rates, charted
below, are at very elevated levels by historical standards. As these levels
normalize, consumer demand can be expected to accelerate.

The implications, however, paint a less rosy picture of demand for
financial assets going forward. Much of these savings have found
their way into the stock market (with day-trading booming during
the pandemic), with cryptocurrencies also seeming to benefit. Pent
demand being unleashed over 2021 may provide headwinds for these
assets, and point to inconsistencies in the logic of the reflationary
argument for market strength. This is touched on in greater detail in
3.5.6, as part of our cryptocurrency market commentary.
3.1.4 Traditional asset class summaries
Foreign exchange
Dollar Exchange Rates

US Historical Savings Rates

All exchange rates normalised to 100 at the start of the 4th quarter, a lower reading means a stronger
currency relative to the dollar.

Source: TradingView.com

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

The world’s reserve currency, the US dollar, has continued to exhibit
weakness over the 4th quarter on the back of diminished safehaven demand and expectations of greater, inflationary government
17

spending under Biden. Emerging markets have been the chief
beneficiaries, seeing their currencies appreciate to levels that are
typically associated with economic booms.
These countries’ comparatively high interest rates have begun to
attract significant inflows as the global economic outlook picks
up and government default risks decline. As long as developing
world inflation remains subdued, this currency strength is likely to
persist. Regionally, developing Asian currencies (where it appears
the pandemic is being managed most effectively) have fared best,
but commodity producers like Brazil and South Africa have also
fared well—supported by Asia’s (particularly stimulus-fuelled China’s)
insatiable demand for industrial commodities. This rand strength has
been supportive of the Emerging Markets Solar fund, where solar
power earnings are currently all rand-denominated.
Whilst the euro and British pound have also gained relative to the
dollar, the story is less positive and hinges on anemic demand
expectations and consequently, subdued inflation outcomes. A
Christmas Eve, bare-bones Brexit deal did little to improve this
economic outlook under a relatively austere Eurozone regime.
Developed Asian currencies (the Japanese yen, South Korean won,
and Taiwanese dollar) have also performed well alongside their
developing counterparts on the back of strong pandemic credentials.
Going forward, if the reflationary narrative plays out, we can expect
the dollar to remain under sustained pressure with emerging markets’
currencies continuing to benefit—however, resurgent safe-haven
demand would be a key driver of dollar strength, and would signal a
reversal.

Fixed Income
Global Bond Indices

Bond yields are inversely related to bond prices—thus rising prices generally signify falling yields. All
time series rebased to 100 at the start of 4th quarter 2020 to illustrate proportional moves.

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

Bond markets remain in bubble territory on expectations of
continued, massive monetary intervention by central banks in the
form of continued quantitative easing, with yields scarcely rising over
the quarter despite the risk-on mood and remaining negative on real
terms (after inflation) in all of the developed world. This validates
last quarter’s prediction that bond markets were at their limits, with
further downside to yields unlikely. Bond yields (and thus prices) have
been incredibly stable over the last quarter, particularly those with
shorter maturities. Longer-term yields have picked up slightly on the
bullish narrative for future growth, but this increase has seen inflation
expectations pick up concurrently, with real yields actually in decline
over the quarter (before picking up in January with the Democratic
victory in the Senate).
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Whilst bond yields remain at historically low levels despite seeing a
minor bump over the quarter, Invictus Capital’s comparable product,
the Invictus Margin Lending Fund (IML) has seen rates tick up to
vastly outpace inflation expectations, with the dollar-denominated
fund growing at an annualized rate of 13.25% over the quarter.
The bond market is expected to remain relatively calm over the coming
months, with any pickup in rates likely to be reined in by monetary
authorities to support financial markets and continued government
spending—even if this risks stoking inflation
Equity markets
Global Equity Markets

handle on the pandemic has seen its stock markets become outsized
beneficiaries.
In terms of sectoral performance, Pfizer’s announcement of
successful vaccine trials in November was the catalyst that began
an almighty (and still ongoing) rotation away from pandemic hedges
(predominantly US tech stocks) into stocks hardest hit by COVID-19.
This has seen airlines, travel companies, restaurants, and brick-andmortar retailers stage a huge recovery.
As outlined above, continued strong equity market performance
hinges on the reflation trades’ assumptions playing out, but strong
arguments can be made for a correction when considering the
likelihood of global savings rates returning to more usual levels, the
potential for runaway inflation, or the continued impact of failing to
stamp out COVID-19 via smooth and rapid vaccine rollouts. Hints
that central banks may extend quantitative easing to equity markets
slightly diminish downside risks in the short term (at the expense of
diminished long-term gains).
Gold

All time series rebased to 100 at the start of 4th quarter 2020 to illustrate proportional moves.

Source: TradingView.com

Equities as a whole continued to perform admirably over the quarter,
with many calling current valuations a bubble. Emerging markets, in
particular, have been resurgent as confidence surrounding a broadbased global recovery mounts. As in the currency markets, Asia’s

Conversely, gold’s performance has been weak as safe-haven
demand and uncertainty have waned, with the support from declining
real yields (bond yields less inflation expectations) unable to prevent
a slight price decline over the quarter (low real yields make holding
assets that do not generate an intrinsic yield such as gold more
attractive).
Over October, 10-year bond yields in the US were outpacing inflation
expectations, to see real yields rise. But all that changed after
November’s positive vaccine news (and later Biden’s victory)
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3.2 Cryptoasset market commentary

Gold and US Real Yields

Real yield

Gold price/toz

3.2.1 Introduction
This introduction also serves as an executive summary for the
cryptoasset market commentary.

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

that saw inflation expectations begin to pick up and outpace 10-year
yields, with real yields on the decline since.
The outlook for gold remains supportive should bond yields remain
suppressed by central bank intervention, however, should bond yields
be allowed to rise in response to a strong economic recovery we
can expect to see the yellow metal struggle. However, the risk of the
price falling dramatically is very low, with any recovery likely to still be
reliant on major debt-fuelled stimulus and elevated levels of inflation.
Should the economic recovery not pan out smoothly, gold is unlikely
to move much in either direction as resurgent safe-haven demand
and continued central bank money printing supports valuations but
with weak inflation outcomes muting this effect. Despite spot gold
prices edging down this quarter, the Invictus Gold Plus fund gained
an impressive 2.2% to continue to expand its outperformance
relative to gold.

No matter the direction you look, growth in the crypto world is
apparent. While 2018 and 2019 were the proverbial winter and
autumn of the crypto seasons, 2020 saw innovation springing into
fruition. The fourth quarter, in particular, saw prices appreciating
significantly, with the positive trend extending into the new year. This
is indicative of the growing demand for digital assets by a rapidly
expanding retail, and institutional user base.
Cryptoasset Market Moves

All time series rebased to 100 at the start of 4th quarter 2020 to illustrate proportional moves, dollar
index charted on right-hand axis with own scale.

Source: TradingView.com (data), Invictus Capital (derivations)

The past year has shown how advancements within crypto are
inextricably linked to the traditional financial sector. The relevance
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of cryptoassets has reached a tipping point, shifting the broader
conversation from skepticism towards a focus on how, and through
which tokens and currencies, the future of crypto will unfold. The
challenges faced are significant enough to determine the demise of
some and the proliferation of others. Although early crypto adopters
(that’s you, dear reader) may feel a sense of achievement having gained
exposure before the recent price action, the rational investors’ focus
remains on making sound investment decisions that can continue to
generate capital appreciation throughout the cycles to come.
Bitcoin—having gone through its 3rd halvening event in May—has so
far proven to be the antidote to Modern Monetary Theory, with Bitcoindollar (or any fiat currency, for that matter) valuations so far heading
in a positive direction. The theoretical benefits of its deflationary
nature are being proven on the grand digital stage. Almost every asset,
including Bitcoin, suffered from the coronavirus selloff in March,
but Bitcoin’s value has been proven as crypto emerged as the bestperforming asset class of the year and the decade. The crypto market’s
capitalization grew by a factor of 4 in 2020 alone, reaching a $1 trillion
valuation soon after. Simply put, the world’s leading decentralized
currency is regarded as a hedge against the collapse of centralized
currencies, their associated policies, and financial systems. In the
second half of the year, the inflationary dollar served as an accelerant to
crypto prices. As more flaws become evident in the incumbent financial
system, the need for an outside bet grows.
Alongside the price appreciation, there is a wealth of data quantifying
the growth of the industry. The open-source nature of blockchain
data being tracked, visualized, and shared by specialist firms is also
conducive to a fairer, more efficient, and less restrictive market, as is the
case with the incumbent system where access to data is monopolized
and expensive. One straightforward metric is the total spot trading
volume on centralized exchanges. This more than doubled year-on-year,

as December volumes surpassed the peak set in 2017—when adding
the smaller, but rapidly-growing decentralized exchange volume,
these volumes had already eclipsed the previous peak by November.
Centralized & Decentralized Exchange Volumes Since 2017

Sources: CryptoCompare, Dune Analytics

Another trend worth observing is the decline in the number of
Bitcoins held by exchanges. This figure decreased by 19% during the
annual period ending January 9, 2021, the first notable reversal on
record. This indicates that a growing number of Bitcoin buyers are
making use of their cold wallets and that this rate exceeds inflows
of new Bitcoins deposited by miners, long-term holders, and traders
onto exchanges. It also indicates increasing decentralization, as
fewer large addresses control the active supply of Bitcoin (this
poses security tail risks and makes exchanges attractive targets for
malicious actors).
For miners, the increased price creates a positive feedback loop,
since they need to sell less mined Bitcoin to cover operating
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expenses; however, this feedback loop should be relatively short-lived
and may become a contributor to elevated volatility as higher prices
incentivize new supply (from previously-idled unprofitable operations
and newcomers). As this additional hash power comes online,
revenue and profit margins are squeezed and a greater proportion of
the mined bitcoin will flow to exchanges.
Total BTC on Exchanges vs. Bitcoin Price

Total
Value
Total Value Locked
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inLocked
DeFi (USD) in DeFi
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Source: DeFi Pulse

However, despite the progress made over recent years, as well as
the strong outlook for blockchain, the sector’s biggest risk remains
the path forward for global regulations, with governments still in the
drivers’ seat in terms of determining crypto’s mainstream future—
though with financial institutions coming around to the potential for
the industry, and with a growing pro-crypto stance amongst various
governments, it appears that the future remains bright.
Source: Glassnode (BTC exchange balances), TradingView.com (Bitcoin price on Bitstamp)

3.2.2 Bigger bulls
DeFi emerged as one of 2020’s largest success stories, with the
ecosystem rapidly replicating many of the features of traditional
capital markets—all from the ground up, and in many cases far more
efficiently. Total Value Locked (TVL) accounts for the sum of asset
values actively deployed across the spectrum of DeFi protocols and
yield farms. Beginning the year with $675 million, the TVL rocketed by
around 2200%, ending the year at $15.4 billion.

Institutional adoption of Bitcoin continued to build momentum,
driving unrelenting demand over the past quarter. What began as a
handful of forward-thinking money managers disclosing portfolio
allocations soon led to 8-figure USD accumulations by publicly listed
companies, complemented by resoundingly bullish Bitcoin theses
from some of the biggest names in traditional, and alternative finance
alike. These strategies for ongoing BTC accumulation, all of which
can only be in massive profit by now, have in part driven the market to
its highest-ever valuation.
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This institutional adoption has been key to seeing Bitcoin’s correlations
with traditional asset classes (particularly to the dollar, inflation
expectations, and bond yields) disintegrate over the 4th quarter. This
despite these linkages being incredibly strong during the central
bank-driven financial market ascent over the 2nd and 3rd quarters.

critical to understanding the nature of this bull run since it has largely
been driven by larger players who tend to have longer-term investment
horizons and data-backed investment strategies. This is in stark
contrast to 2017’s market cycle where prices were largely driven by
frenzied retail investors.

On the contrary, the market situation only serves to further pressure
the slower movers, who must now consider buying in near all-time
highs and face the increased likelihood of drawdown, or continue
to watch from the sidelines as Bitcoin grinds higher on the back of
demand from institutions with decades-long investment horizons.
The market structure throughout the fourth quarter suggested that
cryptoassets are in short supply relative to the incoming demand,
with dips continuously proving to be excellent buying opportunities.

A clear indication of this institutional wave is the relentless growth
of Grayscale’s various crypto funds. Led by their Bitcoin Trust which
accounts for the vast majority (86.5%) of their AUM, Grayscale closed
the year managing over $20 billion, an order of magnitude larger than
just a year before. $10 billion of that was added in the final 6 weeks
alone.

Paul Tudor Jones was arguably the herald of 2020’s institutional
landslide, paving the way for others to follow without risking their
careers. MicroStrategy’s Michael Saylor became one of Bitcoin’s
biggest bulls, calling it “a bank in cyberspace,” investing more than
$400 million of the company’s cash reserves—as well as his own.
MicroStrategy stock’s public exchangeability meant that it instantly
became a regulated means for Bitcoin exposure. This allowed the
company to skip the ETF queue and catapulted its stock to a 172%
gain for 2020, with the company continuing to track Bitcoin’s parabolic
trajectory in the new year.
While Bitcoin’s once outspoken antagonists are rapidly defecting, it’s
easy to forget how rare even remotely positive outlooks for crypto
from respected voices in traditional finance were even a few years
back. In fact, most commentaries were ignorant vitriol. However,
encouragingly for price (but worryingly for the decentralized future
of the space) many of the world’s most respected fund managers
have now aligned themselves with the crypto movement. This shift is

However, a key point to remember is that financial institutions are selfinterested, just like retail investors, and those with a mandate for active
management (hedge funds, mostly) are also susceptible to market
psychology and the dominant narrative of the day; it is naive to believe
the arrival of institutional players precedes an era of relative stability
when there is profit to be made through short-term volatility in either
direction.
Grayscale AUM since inception

Source: Grayscale
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3.2.3 Payment providers drive adoption
Alongside the financial institutions and banks who took to crypto, a
perhaps greater development from a fundamental perspective was
the clear support shown by payments companies Square and Paypal.
Firstly, the scale of their purchases is of course notable, but more
importantly, their ability to connect new users to crypto is precisely
what will benefit the ecosystem most.
Square CEO Jack Dorsey has long been a Bitcoin evangelist. His
company announced a $50 million Bitcoin investment, motivated
more by Bitcoin’s role in the monetary system than simply as an
investment. Square’s Cash App allows users to acquire and easily
transact using Bitcoin. Following the announcement, Dorsey
published a whitepaper detailing the acquisition, custodial, and
security best practices and showing other companies how they can
do the same. The company’s 1% stake is typical for institutional
investors and looks increasingly savvy to offset inflation-linked losses
for US dollar reserves. A full list of Bitcoin treasuries that cumulatively
account for over 1 million BTC can be found here.
A move in a similar fashion, although of even greater importance,
was PayPal’s crypto integration that enables cryptocurrencies to be
bought, sold, and spent through its online wallets (however, PayPal’s
custody provider holds the private keys). Once launched worldwide,
this will allow for digital assets to be transacted between 346 million
active accounts and 26 million merchants worldwide. Furthermore,
fiat conversions will protect merchants from unwanted volatility. This
is a major step towards widespread adoption and further advances
crypto as the internet’s preferred payment layer.
Order of magnitude improvements are vital for any scaling
technology. With a collective 376 million users, 28 million merchants,

and $766 million in annual payment volume, PayPal and Square are
ideal companies to be a part of crypto making that leap.
3.2.4 Regulation, the final frontier
It may seem that nothing is standing in the way of crypto becoming
the ubiquitous financial system of the future, but that’s not exactly
the case. Regulation is the key hurdle posing a threat to this progress.
The cryptoassets and companies which can best (circum-?)navigate
these challenges are most likely to emerge as long-term winners.
Top centralized exchanges BitMex, OKEx, Huobi, and Binance all
faced regulatory threats over the past year. While the former was
most brazen in their dealings despite prior warning signals, others
have been willing to comply, working amicably alongside regulators
who are mostly still getting up to speed with crypto’s pace. Since
regulation tends to happen post-innovation, as is observed in the
technology industry, this is not necessarily a bad thing. There is a
growing pro-Bitcoin presence in the US Senate as well as growing
White House influence. Illustrating this is the recent news that Biden’s
nominee for SEC chair will be Gary Gensler, a pro-crypto academic
with perspective on the sector provided by former experience as head
of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), and as a
partner at Goldman Sachs.
The advent of decentralized finance shows how the existing
regulatory and legal systems were not built for technologies without
physical jurisdiction. In the same way that entirely new laws were
required for the internet, crypto raises regulatory questions and
concerns for which there is little existing legal reference. While the full
extent of current regulatory developments exceeds the scope of this
commentary, two recent happenings shine light on the path ahead.
FinCEN departed from their long-standing reluctance to issue AML
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laws for cryptocurrency when they announced new requirements for
unhosted crypto wallets. While the details are under scrutiny, their
aim is ultimately to prevent dirty money from accessing the industry.
A later announcement from the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC) declared stablecoins as a legitimate means of
conducting payments. The letter also allows financial institutions
to host their own nodes on blockchain networks. The implied
recognition of the utility of stablecoins and their technological
advantages by yet another government bureau can be seen as
another step towards the inevitable issuance of central bank digital
currencies (CBDC). Whether the US will be the first big (sorry
Bahamas) mover seems unlikely, but more crypto-friendly nations are
already a step ahead. Although at a fraction of the pace of what we
have seen in DeFi, the rollout of CBDC’s is a major development that
seems imminent for the year ahead.
3.2.5 The pessimist’s case for a 2021 correction: Savings rates,
tech boom, and the uneven pandemic impact
Despite the overwhelming narrative amongst crypto communities
that institutions are here and that the market will no longer be
subjected to periods of massive drawdown, there are signs that these
views may not be borne out in reality. The likely risks are loosely tied
with those the stock markets face this year. But a major correction
needs a trigger, or another narrative to take hold. A likely candidate
for this, as discussed in our outlook for stock markets, could be
an unwinding of elevated savings rates amongst the pandemic’s
“winners” as its impact wanes.
Tech workers as an investor cohort have a few key characteristics
(aside from commanding a roughly 15% share of the global
economy) that help support the thesis that they have been helping

Bitcoin scale new highs. First, in the spirit of Wall Street legend Peter
Lynch’s advice to invest in what you know, they are anecdotally likely
to hold a larger portion of their portfolio in tech stocks than the
average investor. The same holds for cryptocurrencies.
Globally, the pandemic’s impacts on livelihoods and incomes have
overwhelmingly fallen on the lower classes—those working frontline jobs in retailers, or perhaps no longer even working after their
employer in the hospitality or travel industry was forced to close their
doors. On the other side of the coin, those with jobs that can easily be
carried out at home have benefitted. Arguably, no demographic has
“benefited” more from lockdowns than tech workers, not just because
of the ease of relocating work to home, but also because digital
products and technology have been one of the few categories of
demand that benefited significantly from the pandemic—the revenue
jolts experienced by Zoom, Intel and AMD demonstrate the point.
So tech workers have not only benefited from improved employment
opportunities, but they’ve also disproportionately benefited from
their tech investments. It is also clear that some of those gains
are under threat from a return to normality as vaccines take hold.
All workers, tech included, are likely to return to the more regular
spending patterns of the past—allocating less of their income to
savings. Tech workers are hit by a double whammy in that less
aggregate savings into tech stocks will threaten their wealth, and
diminish both their spending and savings, and withdrawing the
upwards pressure that this demographic phenomenon is placing on
cryptocurrencies. In the context of historically unprecedented savings
rates in the US returning to normal, the impact on a small market
like cryptocurrencies could be massive. If this scenario plays out,
it may present one of the final major buying opportunities for early
blockchain investors.
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With the outlook still uncertain, it
may be wise to consider investments
with some built-in downside
protection, such as our Bitcoin Alpha
and Crypto10 Hedged funds, which
both offer downside protection and
smoothed return profiles, and have
performed admirably during the
recent rally.

Stylised tech worker money flow
Under pandemic conditions
Threatened by a return to “normal”

Supported by a return to normal

Not threatened

Crypto

Additional pandemic income

Additional tech stock income

Saving

Tech stocks

Tech workers

Spending
Pre-pandemic income

Source: Invictus Capital
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4.1.1 Commentary
Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) burst onto
the scene in 2017 with a plethora of new digital assets—attracting
speculative retail investors gawking at the prospects of newfound
riches. Whether this was a healthy entrance to gather mainstream
attention or not is up for debate, as the subsequent asset bubble left
many supposed enthusiasts with a bitter taste towards the industry
as a whole. With the benefit of hindsight it appears the market went
through a healthy purge of all opportunists seeking to take advantage
of an easy capital raise mechanism (initial coin offerings, or ICOs).
The reality-check afforded to ICOs by the sobering market clarified
the delineations between speculation and substance and was
ultimately positive for the space moving forward.
It is safe to say that the market this time around is wiser and more
mature than 2018, with legitimate and working applications with real
use cases coming to the fore. A significant amount of capital was
raised during the initial period of market hype in 2017, both in the ICO
and private equity arenas. This capital attracted some of the smartest
minds in the world to jump on the blockchain bandwagon and build
some incredible decentralized infrastructure.
While DLT is commonly considered to be a novel disruptor in various
respects, there has been a broad misunderstanding as to how the
technology is most effective and where it can be used practically.
The promise of new corporate integrations were expected to be
implemented nearly as rapidly as the irrational exuberance of the
market faded in 2018. For the market to reach maturity it requires a
number of transformative developments to take place which certainly
do not happen overnight. Acquiring legal regulatory status for the
custody and transfer of digital assets is undoubtedly a prerequisite
before broad institutional participation can even be considered. Over
the past few years, the industry has seen vast strides in this regard,

albeit at different paces across the globe. Singapore and Hong Kong,
for instance, have long been a source of innovation and promoter
of growth in the crypto markets, while the US has been slower as its
regulators focus heavily on greater consumer protections. There has
however been a strong tailwind in the US regulatory environment of
late, with some crypto industry heavyweights moving into high profile
roles within the regulatory sphere.
As policymakers begin to provide the industry with a clear and robust
framework for individuals and institutions to work from, the risks
of allocating capital to the sector—both to adopt, and to build—are
diminished immensely and should support continued growth. We are
now moving into a phase where big business is taking a newfound
interest in digital assets and DLT as these global frameworks start to
become more transparent.
Despite the ramifications that the coronavirus pandemic had on
global business activity throughout 2020, venture financing within
the blockchain sector still managed to see roughly $3.1 billion in
new funding rounds. This level of activity is second only to the surge
in venture capital rounds witnessed during the 2018 hype cycle.
Mergers and Acquisition (M&A) activity followed a similar trend to
that of venture financing with a 28% increase year-on-year. Notable
Venture and M&A transactions for 2020 include the acquisition of
Coinmarketcap by Binance for roughly $400 million, Bakkt securing
a $300 million Series B funding round, and of course the currently
contentious Ripple landing a $200 million Series C round from
Tetragon Financial Group.
The standout for the blockchain sector however, and one that will
change the funding landscape for the crypto industry at large, is
without a doubt Coinbase’s filing for a public offering with the SEC in
December. The filing is currently confidential so the detailed structure
of the raise is unknown, however given the previous valuation of $8
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billion for its 2018 funding round, we can only speculate that the
valuation will be significantly greater given the recent surge in crypto
trade volumes.
If we think about where we currently stand within the blockchain
industry from an infrastructure and service provider perspective
and try to extrapolate the requirements for digital assets to fit the
mandate for mainstream everyday usability, there are several key
verticals in which we can expect to see growth over the coming year.
Venture, Private Investment, M&A, and Public Investment
IPO/Liquidity

Private Equity

Venture Capital

M&A
7.74

$8.00

offered by Celsius), and decentralized offerings within the DeFi
space. We would also expect to see solutions to the speed, cost
and interoperability of digital asset payments, especially since the
US Treasury Department has recently authorized banks to support
stablecoin payments on the behalf of its customers, and PayPal
has integrated crypto into its global payments network. All these
base-level infrastructure requirements are needed to replicate the
current banking environment if we are to offer a suitable alternative
to the current status quo. In the below chart we can see how the
venture funding rounds for 2020 have been diversified across the key
verticals within the sector. It is evident that the capital is focused on
building out the same essential services that our current financial
system is dependent on.
Top 15 Funding Deals in 2020 by Category
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Source: Crunchbase, Pitchbook, The Block

From an investment perspective, areas such as prime brokerage,
custody, derivatives, liquidity provision, and clearing and settlement,
are all required to ensure a safe, cost-effective, and efficient market
that caters to the needs of both institutional and retail participants.
From a banking perspective we could see further evolution of
the credit markets, of which we have seen spectacular growth
throughout 2020 in both the centralized offerings (such as those

13.3%

Data & Analytics
13.3%

Source: Crunchbase, Pitchbook, The Block

Andreas Antonopolous made a great analogy in his book, The Internet
of Money, whereby he drew contrast to the invention of blockchain
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with that of cars. When you have a revolutionary invention like the
car, initially there is no supporting infrastructure such as roads, or
petrol stations, to unlock its true potential. The car, to a large degree,
is useless until these essential supporting networks are built. Over
the past several years, the funding raised throughout the blockchain
industry has prompted an abundance of tools and apps for
interacting with the next wave of decentralized protocols. The speed
at which the industry seems to be moving at the moment in terms of
regulation, investment products, and service providers is astounding
and we can only imagine where we will be in 2022.

institutions, and generally bar retail participation. One of the key
benefits of the Hyperion Fund and the IHF token is that it allows
for individuals to not only gain the benefits of hedge fund liquidity,
but also to acquire exposure to illiquid venture capital opportunities
within the blockchain sector. Venture capital by nature is a longterm investment, however investors often need to access capital for
various reasons. Instead of locking up your funds for 10 years, IHF
token holders are able to freely add to their investment, or disinvest
as they please, an immensely valuable attribute and certainly a
world’s first.

4.1.2 Hyperion fund overview
As Hyperion closes out its third calendar year we can reflect on a
number of significant milestones and learnings over the period.
The team at Invictus Capital has democratized an asset class that
was previously only accessible to qualified investors or institutions.
Through tokenization, retail fund participants have been able to gain
custom exposure to early-stage investments in the field of blockchain
technology. Broad participation by thousands of token holders also
benefits the companies invested in by providing a community of
incentivized participants to engage with their product at launch.
Given the existing fund mandates across the global asset
management industry, most retail investment funds are currently
unable to allocate a portion of their portfolio to digital assets. This
will change in time as regulatory frameworks catch up. As it stands,
however, in order to gain exposure to this emerging asset class,
retail investors need to access the market directly themselves. As a
result, a large number of hedge funds and venture capital funds have
emerged that focus on actively managing digital asset exposure.
These funds are typically only accessible to qualified investors and

Hedge Funds
Primarily Liquid
Short-Term
(6-24 months)

Venture Capital
Primarily Illiquid
Long-Term
(10+ years)

Hyperion Fund
Liquid + Illiquid
Short + Long-Term

Performance
Invictus Capital is pleased to announce that the Hyperion Fund has
seen another phenomenal year of performance for its IHF token
holders. The quarter saw a 29% increase in the net asset value
(NAV) per token, which brings the total return on investment since
inception to 212%. The IHF token now has a NAV of $0.2384.
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IHF Token NAV

Hyperion Fund NAV

This performance throughout 2020 is attributable to significant gains
made by a number of our equity positions held within the portfolio. It
is worthwhile to note that the Hyperion portfolio has been incredibly
resilient to the economic shock that the COVID-19 pandemic has
caused around the world.
Two portfolio companies, namely Quantfury and Ovex, have
experienced record user and revenue numbers each quarter, with
consistent growth to see the year through. It is well known that
trading and brokerage platforms, such as Quantfury and OVEX,
experience significant increases in volume during times of volatility.
This bodes well for the revenue models of these two holdings, along
with Cryptobuyer, with all three holdings expected to show strong
growth through 2021 as the latest bull market continues to drive
interest.
This quarter’s strong performance was largely attributed to the
revaluation of the underlying portfolio company, OVEX. The team at
OVEX has secured a strategic investment from Alameda Research,

the owners of FTX Exchange, at a pre-money valuation of one billion
South African Rand (~$65 million). This is an incredible feat for a
company that started from the grass roots less than 2 years ago.
Invictus Capital made two tranches of seed-round investments
throughout 2019 and it has been a spectacle to watch the company
grow at such a pace. Having an industry heavyweight such as
Alameda Research on the cap table of OVEX will undoubtedly allow
for further expansion of the product and service offering throughout
Africa. For more information, please see the official release from
OVEX here.
Despite Quantfury experiencing consistent growth, in keeping with
our policy of prudent revaluation methodologies for Hyperion, we
have again opted not to revalue our stake this quarter. The valuation
we currently have for Quantfury correctly reflects the value one would
expect to receive in the secondary market, given the inherent risks
and operational volatility in which startup companies such as this
operate in. Invictus Capital is not in the business of taking an overly
optimistic valuation in order to benefit from performance fees and
boost short term fund performance. Managers will always make
decisions in the best interest of the fund’s investors. A long term view
should therefore always be adopted when investing in a fund such as
Hyperion, despite its more liquid nature.
Performance Table
Fund Inception
31/5/18
Net Asset Value ($)
IHF Total Supply*
IHF/USD

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

Change Since
Inception

$9,400,335

$22,167,854

$28,522,532

203.42%

122,852,180

119,941,689

119,662,263

-2.6%

$0.08

$0.18

$0.24

211.5%
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Fund Composition

Equity Investments (97.2%)
Liquidity Pool (2.2%)
Listed Tokens (0.6%)

New investment
In December, Invictus announced the launch of Cryptobuyer’s new
exchange, Cryptobuyer PRO, which aims to serve the broader Latin
America region in South America. The Hyperion Fund made its first
investment in Cryptobuyer in 2019 and the company has since shown
incredible resilience during a challenging market. A further $300,000
was allocated to the team in an effort to leverage their presence
within the region and attract newfound customers to their already
growing suite of products and services. More detail can be found
below in the portfolio company update, and via the link above.
Buy-and-burn activity
Although no formal announcement was made in Q4 regarding token
buy and burn activity, in keeping with our commitment to supporting
the token price of IHF on secondary markets, Invictus Capital bought

an additional 279,426 tokens off the open market at an average price
of $0.1202 in an effort to both provide price support and distribute
value back to long term token holders. The accounting value of
these tokens at the time of purchase was $51,644, therefore $18,113
worth of additional value was captured by the fund and returned to
remaining token holders in the form of IHF price appreciation. The
burn transaction is viewable here and the circulating supply has
subsequently been updated.
Throughout 2020 a number of buy-and-burn events took place. The
purpose of the buy-and-burn is to distribute value back to token
holders and allow fund participants to realize a fair value for their
holding should they wish to exit their position. This is conducted in
the same manner as share buybacks which are done in the traditional
equity markets as an alternative to dividend payouts. The buyand-burn activity will inextricably tie the IHF token value to the Net
Asset Value per token that the Invictus Capital team calculates on
a quarterly basis. A total of $268,531 was used in 2020 to conduct
buy and burns which resulted in a total of 3,189,917 tokens being
purchased and then burnt, reducing the total circulating supply. Due
to these tokens being purchased below the prevailing token NAV, an
additional $166,685 worth of value was captured for long term token
holders. For further information on the buy and burn mechanics,
please see the Hyperion section of the annexure.

4.1.3 Outlook
For the Hyperion fund, the team at Invictus Capital will continue to
support its portfolio companies throughout 2021. Invictus Capital has
its own internal Engineering, Business Development, Marketing, and
Analyst teams; which allows Hyperion to assist portfolio companies
across a range of key business areas crucial for any startup. The
Fund is currently not seeking to make further investments over the
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immediate term as the fund holds little in the way of liquid assets,
however, the team will constantly be looking for new opportunities
such that when we have a liquidity event, we are able to execute with
relative ease.
We believe that the private equity and venture capital markets
within the crypto asset class will only continue on its current growth
trajectory. We’ve seen more VC funds launching which are dedicated
towards acquiring early stakes in these technology startups, and
we’ve also witnessed large scale IPO filings (Coinbase) and SPAC
deals (Bakkt) coming to the fore. This is an immensely positive
sign for the industry. With the tailwind of new stimulus and vaccine
injections, coupled with a renewed interest within the blockchain
industry, 2021 is shaping out to be one for the record books.

4.1.4 Hyperion portfolio company updates:

Quantfury continues on its spectacular growth path and achieved yet
another record-breaking quarter in terms of trade volumes. Quantfury
is a trading app that guarantees entirely fee-free, near-instant
execution of its users’ trades across a wide range of traditional
financial assets, as well as crypto. These trades are subject to the
real-time market conditions on whichever platform the underlying
asset trades. The fourth quarter saw total trade volumes exceeding
$27 billion. This equates to over $300 million per day in trade volume,
an incredible feat for a company that launched its product only 2
years ago. Quarterly growth in trade volumes equate to 17% since Q3,
and 163% since Q4 2019.

After rolling out their trading app in December 2018, considerable
effort has since been invested into improving app functionality and
the overall user experience. The business is doing exceptionally well
and there are plans for some major expansions over the coming
months. The team is constantly pushing updates and improvements
to the app, available on both iOS and Android. To experience
straightforward, zero-fee trading and investing, visit your relevant
app store and download the Quantfury app for easy access to global
markets.

Cryptobuyer proudly announced the long-anticipated launch of
their own crypto exchange, Cryptobuyer PRO. This is an incredible
achievement for the team as they have been awarded the only
cryptocurrency exchange license within the Latin American region
to date, a true testament to their local presence and trustworthiness
within the region’s blockchain and financial industry. The exchange
will be domiciled in Panama with the aim to serve the broader Latin
American region—an area that has shown immense interest in the
burgeoning crypto asset class. Cryptobuyer PRO will offer the first fiat
currency on-ramp for local citizens. Banco Plaza, one of the largest
banks in Venezuela, has provided Cryptobuyer with direct integration
via their banking API in order to facilitate fiat currency deposits and
withdrawals. This is a phenomenal accomplishment for Cryptobuyer
as there is massive potential within this market. Cryptobuyer already
launched their native platform token, XPT, earlier this year with use
cases spanning across their network of ATM and POS solutions.
The XPT token will now further act as their native exchange token,
allowing for reduced trading fees across all their markets along with
a number of other exciting use cases. Fiat integration is expected to
launch in January 2021, after which a marketing campaign will be
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effected in order to acquire customers. We look forward to witnessing
the growth we expect for Cryptobuyer throughout 2021.

OVEX is another Hyperion portfolio company which had a recordbreaking quarter. The team has been aggressively expanding its
Over-The-Counter (OTC) Trading Service, and has seen exceptional
month-on-month growth in their OTC trading volumes since the July
2019 launch.
30-day volume peaked at just over 4 billion ZAR (~$270 million) in
December, more than double the high of Q3. Exponential growth each
month this quarter saw total OTC trade volume for the quarter exceed
9.2 billion ZAR (~$615 million). It is clear that the strategic pivot that
Ovex made to their primary business strategy—shifting from a retail
exchange platform to an institutional-grade OTC brokerage—has been
an incredible success.
The major news for OVEX this quarter is the announcement of
Alameda Research making a strategic investment in the company.
Alameda is the owner and developer of FTX, the 5th largest crypto
derivatives exchange in the world by trading volume. The investment
was conducted at a pre-money valuation of over one billion South
African Rand ($65 million), and has greatly contributed towards the
further appreciation of the Hyperion Net Asset Value. We would
like to congratulate OVEX on this outstanding achievement, and
look forward to the synergies and strategic enhancements that a
partnership like this will produce. For further information, please see
the official announcement here.

Syntropy (formally NOIA) has had its most remarkable quarter
yet. The team managed to launch their Syntropy Stack, which is a
collection of tools and libraries to seamlessly create, automate, scale,
and optimize encrypted connections between any devices or services
running on a cloud, on-premise, or edge location. The NOIA token has
thus had a stellar year as it forms a pivotal part of the network. With
big things on the horizon, we can only foresee the company doing
exceptionally well over the coming year.
Syntropy’s quest is to help the Internet transform into a secure
and user-centric environment, where encryption and optimized
performance are built-in and automatically enabled for anything
and everything connected to it. The technology they are building is
compatible with the current internet infrastructure and its protocols,
but it introduces a crucial layer of programmability that allows
for the complete and efficient utilization of resources. It removes
bottlenecks and limitations of the existing system, ensures security
and optimization by default, and unlocks greater scalability potential
for future technologies and applications.
The team is working hard to secure placements on every major cloud
marketplace. By adding their solution to these marketplaces, existing
cloud users can start using Syntropy in a few clicks, with no change
to traditional billing procedures. A major milestone this past quarter
was Microsoft adding their technology to the Azure marketplace,
making Syntropy accessible to millions of cloud users worldwide. For
further information, please visit their Medium, or website.
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The team has been incredibly busy over the last few months with
new developments and a lot of new opportunities. Lightstreams
was successfully accepted into the Creative Destruction Lab (CDL)
program. CDL is a non-profit organization that offers an objectivesbased program for massively scalable science and technology-based
startups. It is a leading and well-respected science-based incubator
programs run by the University of Toronto, with participating
universities in Oxford and Paris. The program brings together
entrepreneurs, investors, and scientists to mentor and work with CDL
startups to sharpen objectives, access resources, raise capital, and
engage with experts working on the frontiers of research.
The program requires Lightstreams to complete objectives set by
the program every 8 weeks in order to advance onto the next stage.
If they are successful, they will complete the program in June 2021.
The aim at the completion of the program is to have Lightstreams on
the path to becoming a massively scalable business. The program is
attended by the Fellows and Associates, a carefully selected group
of excited entrepreneurs, angel investors, and partners from leading
venture capital firms who often invest in ventures that demonstrate a
track record of achieving their objectives.
Currently, Lightstreams has successfully passed two stages of the
program and has 3 mentors assisting them to the next round, two
seasoned and successful CEO’s and a leading academic in applying
blockchain technology. Business Partners include Binance, Microsoft,
KPMG, Mastercard, Comcast, IBPM, Honda and more. We wish
Lightstreams well over the coming months and look forward to what
2021 may bring.
*See the IHF annexure for more fund specific information.
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4.2.1 C20 in Review
C20 Fund

Top 20 (equally weighted)

-3.05%

-1.44%

Standard deviation:

0.93

0.94

Sharpe ratio:

0.44

0.45

93.23%

89.19%

Annualized returns (since inception)

Max drawdown:
Fund launch date:

25 November 2017

Management fees:

0.5% p.a.

Investment currencies:

BTC, ETH, USDT, TUSD, DASH

Crypto20 opened the fourth quarter on a positive note at $0.63,
already up 72% since the beginning of 2020. The fund’s broad
market approach enabled it to catch outsized altcoin performances
during the bull market. For C20 investors, this resulted in a gain of
63% during Q4, closing the year with an incredible 180% gain and a
token NAV of $1.03. After weathering the extended bear market, C20
emerged as a strong bull market performer.
Crypto20 Performance

The fund’s diversification continues to improve over time, owing to a
broader base of quality projects, many of which have begun to deliver
in place of weaker assets that have fallen out of the fund. While
Bitcoin leads the race as the world’s preferred cryptocurrency, there
are a wealth of platform tokens, exchange tokens, and specialized
digital assets that make up the portfolio. This makes C20 a suitable
vehicle for exposure to the asset class as a whole. Additionally, the
fund’s passive investment strategy removes emotional decisionmaking which so often erodes investment performance.
Bitcoin’s dominance increased during October and December,
although surging altcoin valuations led by ETH thwarted this
dominance during November. C20’s outperformance of its
benchmark, an equally weighted top 20, mostly came during
this favorable period for altcoins, a result of its superior portfolio
allocation. Although the parabolic nature of the current market cycle
makes exact outcomes difficult to predict, the historic trend towards
altcoin diversification following Bitcoin rallies is clear.
Bitcoin Dominance Since C20 Inception

Equally Weighted

Source: CoinMarketCap
Sources: Invictus Capital, CoinMarketCap (top 20, Bitcoin data)
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The fund continued to scale its futures positions and successfully
automated the rolling procedure from near-dated to far-dated
contracts, at a predefined offset which allows for additional yield
to be earned should price dislocations be identified. The freed-up
capital earned a return of $16,727 during the quarter, covering 60%
of management fees over the same period. The fund’s management
team is pleased with the progress made so far and continues to scale
this strategy into 2021.
The fourth quarter saw the inclusion of Celsius (CEL) and Vechain
(VET) in place of Ripple (see the section on XRP’s exclusion below)
and Cosmos (ATOM). The quantity per asset and equivalent US dollar
value at the end of the quarter can be seen in the following table.

Rank (Q4
Movement)

Amount

$ Equivalent as at
31/12/2020

%

BTC

1(-)

97.04

2,810,267

10.13%

ETH

2(-)

4,308.09

3,183,166

11.48%

DOT

3( 3)

329,846.81

3,039,848

10.96%

LTC

4( 7)

21,162.44

2,642,930

9.53%

BCH

5(-)

6,883.65

2,369,092

8.54%

ADA

6( 3)

11,519,639.04

2,094,975

7.55%

BNB

7( 3)

53,310.97

1,985,568

7.16%

LINK

8( 1)

147,710.35

1,656,762

5.97%

BSV

9( 1)

6,500.30

1,064,200

3.84%

XLM

10( 6)

8,093,911.18

1,041,536

3.76%

XMR

11( 2)

6,568.69

1,028,505

3.71%

EOS

12(-)

347,242.68

900,747

3.25%

TRX

13( 1)

26,509,996.65

710,994

2.56%

XEM

14( 6)

3,337,394.37

673,143

2.43%

XTZ

15(-)

276,491.17

555,287

2.00%

LEO

16( 2)

312,129.99

435,036

1.57%

CRO

17( 7)

7,104,288.32

414,515

1.49%

CEL

18( 39)

61,762.46

339,123

1.22%

VET

19( 7)

23,755,296.46

443,087

1.60%

NEO

20( 3)

26,074.73

372,174

1.34%

$27,731,346

100

Asset

TOTAL
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4.2.2 C20 available via Invictus Platform

4.2.4 C20 Outlook

During the quarter, C20 was made available for purchase directly
through the Invictus Platform. This enables the acquisition of C20 at
NAV without the market depth limitations and fees associated with
using centralized or decentralized exchanges. Originally prioritized
in response to numerous requests from the community, this feature
has so far resulted in the resale of 700,000 C20 tokens that had
previously been redeemed for ETH.

The cryptoasset market maintains a positive outlook for 2021. The
continued institutional adoption of digital assets is likely to provide
the necessary confirmation for new waves of retail investors to enter.
Ethereum is also entering its institutional phase as the platform
for a new financial paradigm, with unique value drivers as opposed
to Bitcoin’s “digital gold” narrative. Assuming the continuation of
2020’s trajectory, C20 may increasingly consist of DeFi tokens and
will ultimately continue to diversify across the dominant verticals of
the ecosystem. Traditional finance’s macro tailwinds will continue to
influence the overall narrative which has so far proven to be favorable
for the fund.

4.2.3 Ripple exclusion
On the evening of 22 December, in light of the lawsuit brought by the
United States’ Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) against
Ripple Labs, the originator of the Ripple token (XRP), the fund’s
management team chose to exclude XRP from both Crypto20 and
Crypto10 Hedged until a formal resolution of this legal filing has
been achieved. Ripple previously held the 3rd largest position in each
fund. The decision was primarily based on liquidity concerns that
may impact the fund and its investors negatively, should XRP face
delistings from the top exchanges where the trading is conducted.

* See C20 annexure for more fund specific information

The vast majority of C20’s XRP position was exited around $0.47,
shortly before the lawsuit was formally filed after which XRP lost
more than half of its value. The remaining minority portion which
was being lent out to earn a yield was sold soon after. The decision
presented a drawdown of roughly $600,000 for Crypto20.
In the wake of the news, numerous exchanges including Coinbase,
Binance US, OKCoin, and Crypto.com. Ripple is due to defend its
position in court from February 22, which will be closely monitored by
the fund’s management team should Ripple Labs emerge unscathed
from the SEC’s purview.
The original announcement can be found here.
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4.3.1 C10 in review

Crypto10 Hedged Performance
Equally Weighted

C10 Fund

Top 10 (equally weighted)

69.08%

53.51%

Standard deviation:

0.49

0.83

Sharpe ratio:

1.31

0.95

41.26%

67.21%

Annualized returns (since inception)

Max drawdown:
Fund launch date:
Management fees:
Investment currencies:

31 March 2019
1.7% p.a.
BTC, ETH, USDT, TUSD, DASH

Source: Invictus Capital, CoinMarketCap

Crypto10 Hedged enjoyed an explosive fourth quarter, gaining 88%
to close at a value of $2.53 per C10 token. In the first weeks of 2021,
C10 reached triple its starting value, achieving an annualized return
of 69% since its March 2019 inception. These results are due to the
fund’s ability to conserve capital during market drawdowns before
scaling into crypto and capturing exhilarating altcoin performances.
The dynamic allocation was evident in the fourth quarter, during
which time C10 was mostly invested in crypto, with brief cash
positions securing value and hedging risk.
C10 outpaced its benchmark, an equally-weighted top 10, by 53%
in the fourth quarter alone. The fund achieved this outperformance
with far less volatility, as measured by the standard deviation (0.49
vs. 0.83 for benchmark). The higher Sharpe ratio (1.31 vs. 0.95 for
benchmark) proves that C10 continues to deliver superior returns
per unit of risk. Alongside less drawdown, these traits are critical
for an investment like C10 which aims to deliver long term capital
appreciation.

Crypto10 Cash Hedge Position

This performance has been well recognized by Invictus Capital’s
community of investors as C10 attracted over $500,000 in quarterly
inflows. Furthermore, C10’s ability to navigate the market’s
fluctuations makes it particularly favorable for ICAP staking, with
37% of the fund’s total supply staked and earning rewards at
the time of writing.
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4.3.2 Portfolio movements
The fourth quarter saw the re-inclusion of Litecoin (LTC) and Stellar
Lumens (XLM), which both saw tremendous growth. Litecoin is seen
as silver to Bitcoin’s gold, and as a result benefits from a positive
correlation during Bitcoin rallies, whereas other altcoins tend to
benefit later in the market cycle. The table below shows a snapshot
of the assets held by the fund at the end of the quarter.
Rank (Q4
Movement)

Amount

$ Equivalent as at
30/09/2020

%

BTC

1(-)

19.31

558,791

15.40%

ETH

2( 1)

721.55

538,108

14.83%

DOT

3( 3)

50,225.18

464,449

12.80%

LTC

4( 7)

3,742.84

465,538

12.83%

BCH

5(-)

1,055.58

362,125

9.98%

ADA

6( 2)

1,763,831.00

321,486

8.86%

BNB

7( 3)

8,049.80

300,078

8.27%

LINK

8( 1)

22,136.21

248,553

6.85%

BSV

9( 1)

1,055.51

172,717

4.76%

XLM

10( 6)

1,220,254.92

156,026

4.30%

40,639.32

40,639

1.12%

$3,628,511

100.00

Asset

USD
TOTAL

Ripple exclusion
On the evening of 22 December, in light of the lawsuit brought by the
United States’ Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) against

Ripple Labs, the originator of the Ripple token (XRP), the fund’s
management team chose to exclude XRP from both Crypto20 and
Crypto10 Hedged until a formal resolution of this legal filing has been
achieved. Ripple previously held the 3rd largest position in each fund.
The decision was primarily based on liquidity concerns that may have
the potential to impact the fund negatively, should XRP face delistings
from the top exchanges where the fund conducts trading.
C10’s entire XRP position was exited around $0.47, shortly before the
lawsuit was formally filed after which XRP lost more than half of its
value. The decision prevented a drawdown of roughly $120,000 for
Crypto10.
In the wake of the news, numerous exchanges including Coinbase,
Binance US, OKCoin, and Crypto.com. Ripple is due to defend its
position in court from February 22, which will be closely monitored by
the fund’s management team should Ripple Labs emerge unscathed
from the SEC’s purview.
The original announcement can be found here.

4.3.3 C10 outlook
Cryptoassets are gaining traction as the fastest growing asset
class and have the potential to generate significant wealth for those
building a long term position. C10’s exposure to the largest and
most established digital assets has so far proven the benefit of
cryptoassets within any portfolio. The fund’s hedging strategy tames
the market to provide investors with a lower risk instrument amid a
typically volatile asset class. This ability to navigate the market by
dynamically adjusting crypto exposure remains C10’s key advantage,
making it a savvy selection among new and seasoned participants.
The deployment of assets to earn additional returns through lending
minimizes the overall cost to investors and maximizes long-term
capital appreciation.
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4.4.1 IBA in review
IBA Fund

BTC Benchmark

513.50%

1050.70%

Standard deviation:

0.34

0.53

Sharpe ratio:

5.61

4.88

15.63%

16.07%

Annualized returns (since inception)

Max drawdown:
Fund launch date:
Management fees:
Investment currencies:

13 August 2020
0%, performance fee only
BTC, ETH, TUSD, USDT

The Invictus Bitcoin Alpha Fund, the latest fund offering from
Invictus Capital having launched in August of 2020, has performed
exceptionally well over the quarter to register a 125% return—
representing a total return of 101.47% since fund inception. The
objective of the Bitcoin Alpha Fund is to provide investors with better
risk-adjusted returns relative to holding Bitcoin alone and aims to
outperform its Bitcoin benchmark over the longer term.
The annualized standard deviation of the IBA Fund since inception
has been significantly lower at 34% compared to Bitcoin’s 53%.
Standard deviation is a common measure of the volatility of an
asset, meaning that the IBA fund’s return profile has been vastly
smoother for investors than holding Bitcoin. This measure is further
justified through the IBA Fund’s Sharpe ratio of 5.61, which is far
higher than that of Bitcoin’s 4.88 since fund inception. The Sharpe
ratio is a measure of risk-adjusted returns and means that relative
to the amount of risk taken on, the IBA fund has outperformed its
benchmark.

In order to achieve lower volatility of returns, the IBA fund has
adopted an options strategy whereby put options are used to limit
monthly drawdown to the region of 10% over any given calendar
month. This protection is paid for through the sale of out-the-money
call options which essentially cap the fund from appreciating more
than ~30% in a month. Given the dramatic increase in Bitcoin towards
the end of 2020, the IBA fund has seen relative underperformance
against its benchmark over the short term. Investors are advised,
however, to have a longer-term outlook when investing in a fund
strategy such as this, as we all know that nothing goes up in a
straight line. Upside volatility is often followed by sharp downside
deviation, which is where a fund such as IBA is able to provide
investors with peace of mind that their investment is safe from
excessive drawdown.
The fund incurs zero ongoing management fees and only charges a
performance fee when the fund outperforms its Bitcoin benchmark.
This perfectly aligns investor interests with those of Invictus Capital
and reflects the confidence we have that the fund will grow your
bitcoin over the longer term.
From September 2020 through to the highs of January 2021 thus
far, the Bitcoin price went parabolic and increased by a factor of 4
from the $10,000 region to over $40,000. This kind of price action, as
favorable as it is, is not sustainable for long periods. Investors should
however prepare for periods of volatility while Bitcoin is on the hunt
for price discovery. But both the long-term outlook and investment
case for Bitcoin remain incredibly strong. We are confident that the
IBA fund will provide investors with a far more controlled ride to the
top than weathering the volatility of the asset itself.
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4.4.2 IBA outlook
With the current macro environment of declining real yields, the US
dollar being devalued, and policymakers implementing more stimulus packages, this bodes well to create a tailwind behind the current
bull market in digital assets such as Bitcoin. Institutional interest
has been piqued by global asset managers who have started to view
Bitcoin as a hedge against the dollar and faultlines in the traditional financial system. The quantitative easing that we are witnessing
globally is unprecedented and not fully understood—even by those
implementing it—and many fear that the unintended consequences
may be severe over the medium term. This is further driving the price
of Bitcoin as it has a fixed supply and cannot be controlled by any
centralized entity. 2021 is shaping out to be a great year for Bitcoin
and the entire digital asset class.

% Value Increase

Performance
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4.5.1 IML in review
IML Fund
Annualized returns (since inception)

11.11%

Highest monthly return (annualized)

17.32% (Nov 2020)

Lowest monthly return (annualized)

5.39% (Apr 2020)

Fund launch date:
Management fees:
Investment currencies:

12 August 2019
2%
TUSD, USDT

Value ($)

The Invictus Margin Lending Fund delivered strong risk-adjusted
returns in Q4, achieving an APY (annualized percentage yield) of
13.25%. This was a 2.50% improvement on the historical rate. The
fund generates uncapped upside performance as opposed to limiting
returns to a fixed rate, as is common among comparable lending
products. Invictus Capital’s proprietary trading software deploys funds
aiming to maximize the rate and duration of loans, especially during
periods of peak trading volume which see spikes in these lending
rates. As a result of one such opportunity, the fund earned its highest
ever rate at 33.6% APY on November 8th 2020.

Source: Invictus Capital

The demand for yield-generating digital assets reached new heights
in 2020. This was evident in the proliferation of the DeFi sector,
where borrowing and lending are a key vertical. Various specialized
borrowing and lending firms also offer yield-style products which
seldom exceed the single-digit range. Invictus Capital’s Trading
Desk and Analyst teams actively research and test market-neutral
strategies to find opportunities to improve yields, limiting risk to
counterparty. In the fourth quarter, a cross-exchange strategy passed
through testing using company funds and is now being scaled into by
the IML fund. This has so far boosted the yields significantly, although
the trade-off is a marginal increase to daily variance of returns.

IML surpassed the $4 million mark in assets under management,
doubling in size over the course of the quarter. The fund continues
to attract a broad range of investors, however institutional investors
were most responsible for this growth over the past quarter. At the
time of writing, over half of the total IML is staked for ICAP, showing
investors’ intentions to hold IML for a medium to long term time
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horizon. Since these tokens are locked up, from January onwards this
has allowed the fund to increase the duration of loans offered when
the market offers exceptionally high rates.

IML loan statistics
Q4 saw a slight decline in the number of loans provided as a result
of 35.02% more loan offers compared to the previous quarter. This
was partly due to the high volatility experienced, causing the lending
software to cancel, adjust, and replace loan offers more frequently.
The overall result was superior rates than both previous quarters.

Q2 2020

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

% Change versus
previous quarter

Number of Loans
Provided

28,849

20,855

20,557

-1.43%

Total Number of
Funding Offers

159,963

109,596

147,978

+35.02%

18.03%

19.02%

13.89%

-5.13%

Average Loan
Duration (Days)

11.13 days

12.17 days

9.43 days

-22.51%

Average Rate of
Return

9.64%

11.50%

13.25%

+1.75%

Asset

Percentage of Offers
Accepted

4.5.2 IML outlook
IML generates returns on USD that benefit from market volatility.
When professionally managed, peer-to-peer lending markets can offer
lucrative yields to providers of capital. The IML fund enables capital
to be efficiently allocated in these markets. Continually increasing
volume drives demand for short-term loans by traders, which enables
IML to offer competitive returns . Additionally, the expansion of crypto
markets enables capital to be deployed towards additional strategies
for improved yields. While traditional money market and bank
savings rates continue to be suppressed, the outlook for IML rates is
positive given the existing lending strategy in conjunction with new
opportunities.
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4.6.2 IGP outlook
IGP Fund

GLD Benchmark

23.08%

21.07%

Standard deviation:

0.19

0.21

Sharpe ratio:

1.21

1.03

12.88%

14..04%

Annualized returns (since inception)

Max drawdown:
Fund launch date:
Management fees:
Investment currencies:

21 April 2020
0.75% p.a
USDT, TUSD

Gold as an asset had a poor 4th quarter under the weight of
diminished economic uncertainty, seeing it end the quarter just down.
However, Invictus Capital is proud to report that in Q4 2020 the
Invictus Gold Plus fund continued to perform more favorably than
the benchmark, the globally-traded GLD ETF, to end the quarter
with a token price of $1.150. This represented a rise of 2.2%, with
the fund now having returned 4.4% more than the GLD benchmark
since inception (expanding from 1.7% last quarter).
Despite some weakness in the spot gold market, IGP has continued
to live up to its mandate, with outperformance relative to the
benchmark in almost every conceivable measure, including a superior
Sharpe ratio, a lower maximum drawdown, and most importantly,
better annualized returns since inception (and over this past quarter).
Capitalizing successfully on arbitrage opportunities that present
themselves in the digital gold markets was the key driver of this
outperformance over the past quarter, which we expect to continue
going forward.

The outlook for gold prices provides an interesting investment
proposition and presents a relatively low-risk play for investors.
Potential upside is moderate, but potential for further losses is
low following the recent price fall and in the context of continued
quantitative easing keeping real yields suppressed. Should the
reflationary scenario that many investors are gambling on play out,
gold is likely to struggle under the weight of rising nominal bond
yields and further diminished safe-haven demand. However, this
negative price impact needs to be considered within the likely context
of rising inflation that should mostly counter the pickup in real yields,
and prevent the price from falling too far.
For the pessimists amongst us who believe the road to a full economic recovery will be a rocky one, a bet on gold seems a clear winner as safe-haven demand comes flooding back, and central banks
are cornered into once again flooding the market with liquidity. This is
likely to support the price by suppressing real yields through boosting
longer-term inflation expectations, while monetary intervention keeps
nominal bond yields pinned.

% Value Increase

4.6.1 IGP in review
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RENEWABLE ENERGY
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Invictus Capital is proud to report that in Q4 2020 the Emerging
Markets Solar fund continued to deliver solid, lower-risk returns
for investors, ending the quarter with a token price of $1.19. This
represented an appreciation of 7.67% for the period. The total return
on investment since inception in November 2019 is 19.12%.
The Emerging Markets Solar (EMS) Fund continued on its smooth
upward trajectory throughout the fourth quarter. The relative
appreciation of the South African Rand (ZAR) against the US Dollar,
coupled with the good returns from IML helped buoy fund appreciation
over the period. ZAR appreciated 4.51% against USD in the wake of
continued expansionary policies in the US due to the coronavirus. This,
coupled with the consistent returns from the underlying solar projects
the Fund has invested in, has provided a stable equity curve since
Fund inception.
The EMS Fund aims to make a positive social impact while providing
good returns to investors. This environmentally conscious product
is currently targeting solar projects in emerging markets, most
notably South Africa, that generate annual internal rates of return of
11-12% over a 20 year period in their respective currencies. Due to
the illiquidity of these investments, coupled with the relatively small
amount of assets currently under management, the Invictus Capital
team has maintained a high level of liquid USD denominated holdings
in the fund in order to prevent any illiquidity risk to investors. This
smoothes the return profile out for investors as they generate returns
from a diverse set of currencies and rates.

4.7.2 EMS outlook
The excessive money printing in the United States to curb the
economic effects of the coronavirus has been consistently driving
real yields down, that is the difference between interest rates and
inflation, which we foresee posing additional strain on the US dollar
over the foreseeable future. This bodes well for emerging market
currencies relative to the US dollar. The EMS fund should therefore
see continued support from the downward trend in the US dollar
over the coming months as a large portion of the fund holdings are
denominated in South African Rand.
The EMS fund remains a fantastic addition to anyone who is looking
to build a diversified portfolio of assets on the Invictus Capital
investor platform. The Fund assets are to a large degree uncorrelated
with those of other funds available in the Invictus suite. In order to
achieve greater levels of risk-adjusted returns for an investor’s holistic
portfolio, it is always advisable to sufficiently diversify across a range
of asset classes and geographies.
Performance

Value ($)

4.7.1 EMS in review
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i.

Hyperion

Investment philosophy:
The Hyperion Fund is renowned as the world’s first tokenized venture capital fund. The team at Invictus Capital has democratized an asset class
that was previously only accessible to qualified investors or institutions. Through fractional tokenization, fund participants are able to gain custom
exposure to early stage investments in the field of blockchain technology.
The Fund aims to take equity positions during seed or series A financing rounds, and partners with underlying investments through their growth
phase. The Hyperion Fund portfolio is currently composed of 97.2% equity positions, with the remainder being a combination of liquid assets and
accruals.
Hyperion token dynamics:
Venture capital, by nature, is a long-term investment. We foresee most IHF token holders to therefore adopt a buy-and-hold strategy with their
tokens, in order to ride through the valuation cycles of the portfolio. Due to this, the IHF token will not be traded as a high-frequency asset like
many of the other tokens or coins in the market. The token may trade on exchange at a discount to its Net Asset Value (NAV) during periods of low
volume. The trading price, however, should be bound to the NAV of the fund due to market forces and the buy-and-burn related stimulus.
Value distribution from the fund will be tied to the token as follows:
Each IHF token represents a proportional share in the Hyperion Fund. In the case of the Hyperion Fund, the underlying assets are not liquid, and
thus, the fund cannot offer an on-demand redemption function synonymous with an open-ended mutual fund. In order for the listed trading price
of IHF (price on exchange) to track the NAV price per token (the price determined by the Fund’s managers), there needs to be some form of value
distribution to token holders that ties directly to the intrinsic value of the Fund. This is done by implementing the token buy-and-burn protocol. Much
like a share repurchase in traditional markets, the Hyperion fund will place buy orders on exchange below, and up to, the prevailing NAV price per
token. This method distributes fair value back to token holders wishing to liquidate their holdings. The accumulated tokens are then removed from
the supply, resulting in a realizable NAV price per token.
In the scenario where the IHF token is trading at a discount to NAV at the time the buy-and-burn is implemented, a number of IHF tokens in the
order book will be purchased below NAV until the prevailing spot price reaches the NAV price per token. In this case, the buy-and-burn will result in
an increased NAV price per token for remaining token holders, subsequent to the purchased tokens being removed from the supply. This strategy
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has been effectively implemented across asset classes—from Berkshire-Hathaway to Binance’s BNB. Therefore, should a discount occur on
exchange it may present a good buying opportunity for those looking to hold over the longer term.
Buy and burn:
The original fund mandate states that the IHF token buy-and-burn protocol will only be implemented once the net asset value of the fund reaches
$30 million. It is left to the discretion of fund management, however, as to whether it is beneficial to undertake a token buyback before this
milestone is reached. Due to the price of IHF tokens trading below NAV on exchanges, it has been deemed beneficial to do so as it translates to
significant value accruing to remaining token holders.
The purpose of the buy-and-burn is to distribute value back to token holders and allow fund participants to realize a fair value for their holding
should they wish to exit their position. For more information on how the overall value distribution to IHF token holders is conducted, please refer to
the Medium article released here.
Fund performance:
We do not publish specific ownership details of equity holdings in Hyperion as these details may allow for sensitive information to be reverse
engineered. Generally, however, it is accepted that ‘venture capital’ is defined as an equity stake of between 10 and 30% and is often paired with an
exit horizon of three to seven years.
Venture capital funds invest in private companies which are not required to publish financial reports (unlike public companies which are required to
do so) and tend to keep critical information like valuation and performance data private for competitive business reasons. We will, however, always
strive to be as transparent as possible with IHF token holders.
This report reflects the NAV per token as assessed by the Hyperion management team and fund managers as of 30 December 2020. Note that this
report has not been audited or reviewed by auditors and that the NAV calculation is determined internally using industry accepted standards. Equity
positions are held at cost, unless further equity rounds or a change in the company financials justify a revaluation.
Conservative valuation methods are always applied with discounts for lack of marketability of minority stakes. It is important to remember that
these calculations are used only as a guideline to determine the underlying value of the IHF token at the date calculated. The market value of the
token may trade at a discount or premium on exchanges subject to relative supply and demand forces.
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Hyperion fund fees:
By comparative standards, the Hyperion venture capital fund charges significantly lower fees than traditional VC funds. The global industry
standard for private equity and venture capital fees usually follow the standard 2/20 (or even 3/30) model. That is, 2% management fees and
20% performance fees. The ongoing management fees charged by the Hyperion Fund are 1.5% per annum, accrued on a monthly basis. The
performance fee is 12.5% on the token NAV outperformance over its high-water mark on a quarterly basis. For a detailed example of how these
fees are calculated, please refer to the Hyperion Litepaper. Fees for Q4 2020 are as follows:

ii.

Management Fee

$91,907

Performance Fee

$915,189

Crypto20

Management fees:
Management fees of 0.5% per annum are charged to the fund. Fund values are recorded daily at 12PM UTC. Average fund values are then recorded
for each month. Management fees paid by the fund for the quarter are as follows:
Management fee breakdown
Average fund Value

Management Fee

(USD)

(USD)

October

19,424,064.42

8,093.36

November

21,931,707.61

9,138.21

December

25,531,802.82

10,638.25

Month

Q4 2020

$27,869.82
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EXECUTION OF FUND RULES
The fund was rebalanced on a weekly basis throughout the quarter in adherence with the fund rules. As stipulated in the fund’s whitepaper,
management decisions listed below were made to exclude a cryptoasset from the index. Where a cryptoasset is excluded, the next inline coin in
terms of market capitalization is included in the index.
Exclusions from the C20 index for the quarter
Coin/Token

Context

Tether

This is a stablecoin and due to the nature of the project, this was never
included in the C20 portfolio.

USD Coin

This is a stablecoin and due to the nature of the project, this was never
included in the C20 portfolio.

DAI

This is a stablecoin and due to the nature of the project, this was never
included in the C20 portfolio.

WBTC

WBTC offers users exposure to BTC in a wrapped token, C20’s BTC
exposure already reached the 10% cap.

XRP

XRP was excluded from the C20 fund due to a pending SEC lawsuit. .

We manage to minimize slippage in the weekly rebalancing by employing the following strategies:
•
•
•

Rebalancing automatically across all exchanges with best prices being executed first.
Executing trades across multiple exchanges in order to minimize our impact on market prices.
Preventing front running by reporting the rebalance portfolio after the completion of rebalancing trades.
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Q4 2020 Statistical Summary
Operational Statistic
Rebalances performed

13

New coins included

CEL, VET

Coins falling out of the index
Best performing coins (change in market capitalization rank)

XRP, ATOM
CEL(39), LTC(7), VET(7), XLM(6), XEM(6)

Worst performing coins (change in market capitalization rank)

CRO(-7), BNB(-3), NEO(-3)

Total trade volume (USD) for C20
Average daily volume (USD) for C20
Number of assets in index capped
by 10% weighting rule.
Proceeds of staking*
CRO
EOS
XTZ
TRX
ATOM
USD**

$1,017,707
$11,062
3 (BTC, ETH, XRP) at the beginning of the quarter
3 (ETH, BTC, LTC) at the end of the quarter
Amount

USD value

289,420.71
26.46
1,507.57
229,685.60
20.42
16,643.43

16,939.79
68.79
3,045.29
6,162.46
132.50
16,643.43

* USD values calculated at closing prices on 30 September 2020
** Lending proceeds on test implementation of operational efficiency improvements
.
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iii. Crypto10 Hedged
Management fees:
Management fees of 1%, a custody fee of 0.5% and an admin fee of 0.2% are charged to the fund per annum. Fund values are recorded daily at
12PM UTC. Average fund values are then recorded for each month.
Fee breakdown for Q4 2020
Average fund Value
(USD)

Management Fee
(USD)

Custody Fee
(USD)

Admin Fee
(USD)

Total expense
(USD)

October

1,744,004.00

1,453

727

291

2,471

November

2,049,743.00

1,708

854

342

2,904

December

2,998,363.00

2,499

1,249

500

4,248

2,264,037

5,660

2,830

1,133

9,623

Month

Q4 2020

Margin Lending earnings:
The fund aims to generate additional returns for investors, over and above the capital appreciation of the underlying assets. Through margin
lending, Invictus Capital aims to offset C10’s fees to minimize portfolio drag for investors. Returns on USD tend to exceed returns on cryptoassets,
hence periods of cash hedging correspond with higher margin lending returns. Over the past quarter, margin lending returns totaled $8,311,
accounting for 86% of fees, which totaled $9,623.
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Margin lending returns for Q4 2020
Net margin lending earnings
(USD)

Fund AUM (USD)

Earnings as a percentage of
Fund Value

October

3,626

1,744,004

0.21%

November

2,847

2,049,743

0.14%

December

1,837

2,998,363

0.06%

Q4 2020

8,311

2,264,037

0.37%

Month

EXECUTION OF FUND RULES
The fund was rebalanced weekly throughout the quarter in adherence with the fund rules. As mentioned in the litepaper, management decisions
listed below exclude certain cryptoassets from the index where need be. When a cryptoasset is excluded, the next in line cryptoasset in terms of
market capitalization is included in the index.
Tokens Excluded from the index for Q4 2020
Coin/Token

Context

Tether (USDT)

Due to the nature of the project, this was never included in the C10 cryptoasset
portfolio. However, from time to time it is held as part of the cash portion of the
fund.

Ripple (XRP)

XRP was excluded from C10 due to the pending SEC lawsuit.
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We manage to minimize slippage in the weekly rebalancing by employing the following strategies:
•
•
•

Rebalancing automatically across all exchanges with best prices being executed first.
Executing trades across multiple exchanges in order to minimize our impact on market prices.
Preventing front running by reporting the rebalance portfolio after the completion of rebalancing trades.

Q4 2020 Statistical Summary
Operational Statistic
Rebalances performed

Data
13

New coins included

LTC, XLM

Coins falling out of the index

XRP, CRO

Best performing coins (change in market capitalization rank)

LTC(7), XLM(6)

Worst performing coins (change in market capitalization rank)

BNB(-3)

Number of C10 tokens issued during quarter
Number of C10 tokens redeemed during quarter

272,246
190,028

Number of C10’s assets capped by 15%
weighting rule.

0 (65.4% cash hedge) at the
beginning of the quarter
3 (BTC, ETH, LTC) at the end of
the quarter
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iv. Invictus Margin Lending
Management fees:
Management fees of 2% per annum are charged to the fund. Fund values are recorded daily at 11AM UTC. Fees are accrued in the net asset value of
the fund on a daily basis and paid monthly.
Performance fee:
An incentivizing performance fee of 20% is set on returns in excess of the fund’s annualized hurdle rate of 6%, should it overcome the high-water
mark. IML’s high-water mark is the peak value the fund has achieved, measured as the highest IML token price. The application of the high-water
mark to the hurdle rate means that the hurdle rate over an accrual period is calculated not from the token price at the beginning of the period, but
the highest ever token price up to that point (though the two aren’t necessarily mutually exclusive). This increases the burden on the fund needed to
accrue performance fees by requiring the token price to reach an all-time high. This favourable fee structure to investors demonstrates IML’s sincere
efforts to ensure constant appreciation of capital.
Fee breakdown for Q4 2020
Average fund Value
(USD)

Management Fee
(USD)

Performance Fee
(USD)

Total Fees
(USD)

October

$2,260,497.00

$3,767.49

$608.98

$4,376.48

November

$3,095,140.33

$5,158.57

$7,732.46

$12,891.02

December

$3,880,940.27

$6,468.23

$5,001.80

$11,470.04

Q4 2020

$3,078,859.20

$15,394.30

$13,343.24

$28,737.54

Month

The Edge of Automation
The execution of IML’s lending is automated via Invictus Capital’s proprietary lending software. Automation is paramount to the fund’s exceptional performance as it allows 24/7 deployment, near-instantaneous execution and monitoring of the entire search space for optimal lending rates.
Nevertheless, no automated deployment is complete without manual intervention in the form of close monitoring and gradual improvement of the
software, which is conducted by Invictus Capital’s talented team of analysts and technicians.
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v.

Invictus Gold Plus

Management fees:
Management fees of 0.75% per annum are charged to the fund. Fund values are recorded daily at 11PM UTC. Fees are accrued in the net asset
value of the fund on a daily basis and paid monthly.
Performance fee:
A 20% performance fee is charged on fund performance over and above the benchmark returns (subject to a high-water mark). The IGP benchmark
is currently the SPDR GLD ETF, listed on the New York Stock Exchange. The GLD is one of the largest and most cost-effective means of obtaining
gold exposure globally.

Month

Average fund Value (USD)

Management fee (USD)

Performance Fee (USD)

Total Fees(USD)

October

$750,099.05

$468.81

$0.00

$468.81

November

$710,781.87

$444.24

$0.00

$444.24

December

$516,146.81

$322.59

$0.00

$322.59

Q4 2020

$659,009.24

$1,235.64

$0.00

$1,235.64
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Disclaimer
This report does not constitute investment, legal, tax or other advice and is supplied for information purposes only. The information, data, analyses,
and opinions presented herein are provided as of the date written and are subject to change without notice. Every effort has been made to ensure
the accuracy of the information provided, but Invictus Capital makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding such information. The information
presented herein will be deemed to be superseded by any subsequent versions of this commentary. Except as otherwise required by law, Invictus
Capital shall not be responsible for any trading decisions, damages or losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses or opinions
or their use. Past performance is not a guide to future returns. The value of assets within Invictus Capital funds, as well as the fund tokens, may go
down as well as up and token holders may not get back their value purchased. Reference to any specific security or token is not a recommendation
to buy or sell that security or token. This document contains certain forward-looking statements. We use words such as “expects”, “anticipates”,
“believes”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, and similar expressions to identify forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements involve known
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results to differ materially and/or substantially from any future
results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by those projected in the forward-looking statements for any reason.
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